Hermes Econometrics supports Computer Science at Terra Linda High School

Academic Excellence at Terra Linda High (AE@TL)School is pleased to share some wonderful news! Our
new corporate partners at Hermes Econometrics, (www.econ101.com) California Registered Investment
Advisors based in San Rafael, CA, kicks-off our new school year of financial giving with a generous gift of
$13,000 to TLCoding Lab. Hermes Econometrics Corporate Gift will support enriched learning in
computer science and technology for all students at Terra Linda High School. TLCoding Lab is a
lunchtime enrichment program open to all students that provides computer science instruction while
building community around all things tech at TL. TLCoding Lab will use this gift to support project-based
instruction and materials for applied computer science projects in the coming school year.
“We are proud to be a partner of such an innovative and exciting program that provides access and
career pathways to computer science for all students at TL.” said Maia L. McGehee, Principal, Hermes
Econometrics. “We will be able to launch our new guest mentor program which allow our students to
work on applied computer science projects with Arduinos and specialized materials and software,” said
Craig Taylor, Head Mentor, TL Coding Lab. “This generous gift reflects the importance of computer
science as a fundamental knowledge base and skillset for students moving forward into their future
academic and professional careers,” said Katy Dunlap, Principal Terra Linda High School. AE@TL thanks
our wonderful partners at Hermes Econometrics on behalf of Terra Linda High School and all of our
students interested in computer science and all things tech!
To learn more about how you can become involved with TLCoding Lab see our contacts at
www.tlae.org.

August 10, 2016

Maia L. McGehee
1299 Fourth Street
Suite 200
San Rafael, CA 94903
Dear Ms. McGehee
On behalf of Academic Excellence at Terra Linda High School and our TLCoding Lab students, I would like
to thank you for your generous gift of $13,343. We are delighted to have a new corporate partner who
share a vision of innovation in teaching along with an understanding of the importance of Computer
Science as a fundamental knowledge base and skillset for our students at Terra Linda High School.
Your corporate gift will provide the necessary funds to support project-base instruction and materials
for applied computer science projects in our TLCoding Lab. We are excited to that we will be able to
launch this year a guest mentorship program to instruct our students in projects with Arudinos and
robotics. We are looking forward to sharing our projects with you throughout the year! Thank you again
for your generous support and confidence in our new enrichment program, TLCoding Lab.

With very kind regards,

Maya Bartolf, Co-Chair, Academic Excellence at TL & Co-Founder, TLCoding Lab
Kate McDonald, Co-Chair, Academic Excellence at TL
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and Academic Excellence visit us online at www.tlae.org

